
HOW TO USE:
Because of SCALE OFF's Because of SCALE OFF's 

concentrated cleaning concentrated cleaning 

action this product may be action this product may be 

used in various used in various 

applications:applications:

AS A DIP TANK AS A DIP TANK 

CLEANERCLEANER--DESCALER:DESCALER:

Dilute product one part to Dilute product one part to 

five parts water. Tank five parts water. Tank 

may be heated to may be heated to 

increase cleaning increase cleaning 

efficiency.                                  efficiency.                                  

AS A C.I.P. CLEANER:AS A C.I.P. CLEANER:

SCALE OFF may be used SCALE OFF may be used 

to both neutralise and to both neutralise and 

brighten metal surfaces. brighten metal surfaces. 

Dilute one part product to Dilute one part product to 

20 parts water. Squirt on 20 parts water. Squirt on 

to surface and wipe off.                                                                                     to surface and wipe off.                                                                                     

TO DESCALE TO DESCALE 

DISHWASHING DISHWASHING 

MACHINE:MACHINE: Turn Turn 

DESCALING AGENTDESCALING AGENT
SCALE OFF is a buffed acid solution combining penetrants and 

selected harmless detergents. SCALE OFF is highly effective in the 

removal of lime, scale, rust and dulling from ferrous and non ferrous 

surfaces.

MACHINE:MACHINE: Turn Turn 

dispensing unit off. Fill dispensing unit off. Fill 

wash tank, add 250mlwash tank, add 250ml--

500ml of SCALE OFF, 500ml of SCALE OFF, 

depending on degree of depending on degree of 

buildbuild--up. Run wash cycle. up. Run wash cycle. 

After wash cycle examine After wash cycle examine 

machine for areas of machine for areas of 

heavy buildheavy build--ups and use ups and use 

SCALE OFF neat with SCALE OFF neat with 

scourer to remove these scourer to remove these 

heavy deposits.                        heavy deposits.                        

NOTE: It is very important NOTE: It is very important 

that skin and eye contact that skin and eye contact 

do not occur, wear gloves do not occur, wear gloves 

and safety goggles.and safety goggles.

SPECIFICATIONS:

Colour: Colourless Odour: Odourless

Hard Water Tolerance: Excellent Rinsability:Complete

Flammability: Non Flammable                   Type: Cationic Conditioner                

Biodegradability:Fully

Australian
Owned &

Manufactured
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FEATURES ADVANTAGES BENEFITS

AQIS approved

Fast acting

Will not contaminate food 

areas

Saves time

Safe

Saves money


